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Abstract: The interest in renewable energy is increasingly high in recent years. In addition to developing the 
manufacturing technologies of the elements that generate electricity from renewable sources, special attention 
should be paid to elements that allow to use the renewable energy supply systems for the common power supply 
system. This paper presents a simulator-system that has built two systems for converting solar energy into usable 
power in classical power supply network. 
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1. The renewable energy power supply 

systems 
 
The ON-GRID systems are those systems 
for generating electricity, regardless of 
renewables / fuel used and where it is 
located (from a company or an individual) 
which can be connected to the public 
electricity network. Photovoltaic (PV) ON-
GRID systems represent one of the most 
effective sources of converting the solar 
energy into electrical energy. The solar 
energy is a reliable source of savings and, 
in some cases, an income generator. 
Photovoltaic panels convert sunlight into 
electricity by photoelectric effect. 
Photovoltaic panels produce continuous 
current. This is converted into AC current 
by the inverter ON GRID thus fueling 
consumers connected. The ON GRID PV 
systems allows you to power your home or 
small business with renewable energy 

during those periods (daily and seasonal), 
when the sun shine. Any excess electricity 
it produces is then reintroduced into the 
public power supply network. When 
renewables are not available, the public 
power supply network provides energy that 
you need, eliminating expenditures for 
storage devices like batteries of electricity. 
In addition, the energy suppliers (eg. 
electric utility) enables a bidirectional meter 
and thus the excess electricity generated by 
photovoltaic systems is fed into the 
network. If you use more electricity than 
the PV system generated during a given 
month, you pay only energy provider for 
the difference between what you use and 
what you have produced. 
Advantages: 
- Total clean and long term running 
(minimum 25 years): 
- Possibility of further expansion of 
production capacity 
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- Power supply to consumers 
- Reduced maintenance and operating costs 
- Participate in drastically reducing 
electricity bills.[3] 
The OFF-GRID systems are often referred 
to as autonomous electrical systems, or 
"island systems", which many beneficiaries 
want to install them to benefit from green 
energy.[4] 
 
 

2. The simulator-system description 
 
The system - simulator is shown in Figure 
1.  This system allows the laboratory 
conditions of a proposed photovoltaic 
system with components, simulating 
realistic motion tracking process of the 
sun, and the power of consumers using two 
types of power supply, ON-GRID and 
OFF-GRID. 

 
The simulator - system components 

 
The solar module (Figure 2) is formed by a 
polycrystalline solar panel and a reflector 
with halogen such as solar simulator, whose 
brightness can be adjusted. By adjusting the 
inclination of the solar module can simulate 
different angles of the roof to allow study of 
the effect on the functioning tilt module. 
Halogen reflector is mounted on a swivel 
that allows it to simulate the progression of 
the sun during a full day. 

This solar module with solar altitude 
emulator makes it possible to analyze 
various scenarios of solar irradiation. The 
software tools can be set depending on the 
angle of latitude, date and time of day. 
Equipment characteristics are: 10 W 
polycrystalline solar module with Open - 
circuit voltage: 26V short- circuit and 
Current: 650mA , adjustable tilt mode , 
adjustable solar altitude , solar angle 
adjustable , halogen lamp 500W.[1]

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.1. The simulator-system 
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The solar panel simulator module (Figure 
3) comprises three independent solar 
modules, as follows: three separate models 
of solar simulation modules, each solar 
module shows irradiation adjustable, open-
circuit voltage: approx. 23V, short-circuit 
current: up to 2A , integrated display for 
voltage and current, operating voltage: 100-

240VAC, 50 /60Hz , individual modules 
can be connected in series or in parallel. 
In order to "store" the energy produced and 
consumed in order to provide permanent 
power supply network either in ON- GRID 
system or in OFF-GRID system, the system 
is equipped with a battery and a charge 
controller.[1]

 

The battery module (fig.4.a) has provided 
panel indicator, voltage and current, and 
terminals. Battery used lead- acid battery is 
maintenance free (12V / 7Ah). 
The solar charge controller (fig.4.b) is used 
to charge the lead- acid batteries using solar 

power. It controls which transfers power 
battery protection and battery sets limits (to 
download and overload) . The module also 
contains the indicator panel controller, 
voltage and current, and alerts LEDs. 

Fig.2. The solar module 

Fig. 3 The solar panel simulator module 
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The OFF-GRID inverter (Figure 5) contains 
an inverter to stand -alone mode analysis of 
the PV system. It ensures operation 
independent of mains power consumer 
public and the entire solar energy stored in 
the batteries is used only for local 

consumers. It works only with solar panels 
and solar cells, and the excess energy 
produced is not used. OFF-GRID inverter 
module provides a sinusoidal output 
voltage, reverse polarity protection and the 
battery. 

The grid connection inverter or the ON-
GRID inverter (Figure 6) contains an 
inverter for PV system analysis in parallel 
with the electric grid. This module ensures 
continuous supply local consumers with the 
opportunity, when no energy is produced by 
solar panels, to use energy from the public 

power network. The module also 
synchronizes with public power network by 
analyzing network parameters (frequency, 
voltage), with the possibility that excess 
energy produced to be distributed through 
public power supply.

 
 
 
 

Fig.4. The solar battery and the charge controller 

a) b) 

Fig.5. The OFF-GRID invertor 
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For monitoring and metering the power 
energy distributed in the public network 
there it is used a energy meter (fig.7.b) that 
incorporates a energy meter unidirectional, 
energy flow direction is from the network 
simulator. It is a digital energy meter, with 

display parameter: voltage, active power, 
energy cost, energy consumption. 
By means of the circuit breaker of Figure 
7.a. made the connection between the 
inverter OFF-GRID public power network.

The panel of the simulator-system contains, 
besides the present systems and consumers 
of various powers, which is feed to 12V and 
230V (Figure 8).[2] 
The simulator-system enables software 
monitoring of parameters via analog – 

digital multimeter (Figure 9) . This display 
enables display of the measured parameters 
(voltage, current, active power, apparent 
power, reactive power, cos φ) and sending 
them to the software via USB or RS232.[2] 

 

Fig.6. The ON-GRID inverter 

Fig.7. The circuit-break and the energy 
meter 

a) b) 
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Experiment – ON-GRID supply of the 
local consumption   
 

Figure 10 shows an experiment that 
connects solar module simulator on the ON- 
GRID power system and aims to follow the 
system operation mode.[2]

 

Set an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 for the solar 
module simulations. Move the single-phase 
mains connection's main switch to the "1" 

setting; wait until the inverter displays the 

energy parameter and both its green LEDs 
come on. Note that when consumers 

Fig.8. The 
consumers Fig.9.  The Analog-Digital 

Multimeter 

Fig. 10. The experiment connections 
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connect the power supply network 
decreases and increases consumer power. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The ON-GRID systems presents a superior 
advantage of the off-grid type, as provides 
the ability to continuously supply electricity 
to local consumers either using energy from 
the solar panels or the public network. Also, 
these systems offer the possibility that the 
energy produced by the solar panels to be 
transferred and consumed by the public 
power network. 
The OFF-GRID systems successfully apply 
where there is no public power supply. 
These systems use electricity energy by 
solar panels in parallel with a set of solar 
panels. Unused energy is stored in batteries, 
which can be used later. 
The simulator-system proposed approach 
allows multiple power schemes and 
studying power modes on ON-GRID and 
OFF-GRID, making operating 
characteristics and aiming the operation 
features. 
The simulator-system is currently used in 
the usual way with renewable energy from 
photovoltaic panels or received from a 
photovoltaic simulator, but can be used 
with any other renewable energy source 
such as wind power. Principles that are used 
in the conversion of renewable energy - 
electricity used not take into account the 

primary energy source but only a few of its 
parameters. 
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